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A Reference Manual that Examines, Defines, and Presents a Compelling Discussion of Behavioral Addiction

Compulsive gambling, sexual compulsivity, eating disorders from anorexia to bulimia and binge eating, problematic Internet use, and more affect millions of Americans and their families. Behavioral addiction is every bit as much a real, treatable brain disease as the manifestations of addiction with which we are more familiar—addiction to alcohol and other drugs.

The science of addiction and its screening and treatment are examined in a collaborative effort by three expert researchers and educators. Written in scientific prose that can also be understood by the layperson, Behavioral Addiction is a must-read for those working in the addiction field, as well as those interested in learning more about this devastating disease.

Key Features

• First book to specifically address impulsive/compulsive behaviors in the context of addiction studies.

• Each disorder is defined in detail with respect to prevalence, consequences, theories, risk factors, screening, and treatment.
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